
April 2021

Dear Parmalee Families,

I hope that you have all had a wonderful spring break and are ready to finish out this crazy school year,
strong. As of this writing, we have less than 30 days left of school! That seems so unbelievable especially
as I reflect on all that has happened this year and all that we have been through together. The other
morning, as I was welcoming students, I paused for a moment and was awestruck on how our kids have
met all the challenges this year with grace and positivity. They continue to arrive each day with heavy
backpacks, fully charged Chromebooks, masks on and following the health/safety guidelines that we are
required to implement like it is all “normal.” These were the very things we, as adults, worried our kids
would struggle with and now it’s “just no big deal.” I love the spirit of overcoming adversity that our
community has embraced this year. As parents, you deserve so much recognition for your flexibility, grit,
and willingness to problem solve alongside us as we have had to adapt to unexpected situations and
scenarios. Wow, well done!

As our teachers are continuing to keep learning the focus in the classrooms, the office staff are
conducting CMAS this week. As you probably know, the State received approval for a waiver which now
only requires one test be administered per grade level unless parents opt their child in for the additional
test, either Math or ELA. We have had to adjust to our plans for the CMAS test administration schedule to
accommodate this last minute decision by the State. Our CMAS coordinator, Jodi Rueschhoff, deserves a
big round of applause for adjusting the schedule so quickly to deal with all the last minute changes and
opt-in requests from parents. Successful CMAS administration requires hours of preparation on the test
coordinator’s part to ensure that students who need accommodations have them, all test proctors have
been trained, testing rosters are accurate, and online systems are ready to go for testing days. The
testing window will now be 4/13-4/15 for fourth grade Math, 4/20-4/22 for 3rd and 5th grade ELA and 4th
grade students who have opted in to the ELA CMAS. Testing for opt-in math 3rd and 5th grade students
will be 4/26-4/28. Please be sure your students are well rested, on-time for school, and appointments are
made outside of the daily testing time between 9:30-12:00.

This is also the time of year where we are not only planning end of year activities and events, but we are
moving ahead with the planning for the 2021-22 school year. We still are waiting to hear from the district
about decisions regarding start times for schools and the health/safety guidelines we will need to follow
that may/may not impact our schedule. We are closely looking at our enrollment projections and working
on possible scenarios for class configurations, master scheduling, and coordinating all the
packing/moving for summer construction.

The construction project is on-time so far. The concrete foundation was poured two weeks ago and the
structural steel was installed last week. In addition to our six new classrooms and shared learning space,
we are also looking forward to new library furniture, circulation desk and carpeting, new cafeteria tables, a
reconfigured administration area, front entry way, and kindergarten wing. Once the temporary buildings
are removed, we are also hoping to have more parking and better traffic flow in the back of the building.
After having conversations with the district facilities, we should also be seeing some sidewalk mitigation
that will allow for safer pedestrian traffic around the building and down to Parmalee Gulch.  I am incredibly
excited to see all of the improvements once we return in August and finally have the learning spaces our
kids deserve!  Thank you again to our Jeffco Voters for approving the Mil/Bond so these desperately
needed upgrades to our schools could occur.



I want to let you know how grateful we all are to each of you, for showing us unbelievable grace,
understanding, and support as we all muddled our way through this challenging year. All of us will forever
be changed by the pandemic, but what I have learned is we can get through anything when we do it
together.

Sincerely,

Ingrid


